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Chapter 10  Conclusions and Future Work 

This chapter concludes this thesis by first summarizing the answers to the 
knowledge questions and design problems, and then providing future research 
directions regarding architectural assumptions and their management in software 
development. 

10.1 Contributions and answers to the design 
problems and knowledge questions 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the core problem of the thesis is stated as follows: 
“How can we provide a systematic approach to manage architectural assumptions?”. To 
solve this problem we decomposed it into four design problems and four 
knowledge questions, which are addressed in Chapters 2 to 9.  

The contributions of this thesis can be viewed from two sides. On the one hand, 
the thesis provides knowledge regarding: (1) assumptions and their management in 
software development from the literature (KQ1); (2) architectural assumptions and 
their management from practice (KQ2); (3) the specific activity of Architectural 
Assumption Description and how it is practiced in industry (KQ3); (4) the 
architecture-agility combination from the literature (KQ4). On the other hand, the 
thesis provides four solutions for architectural assumption management: (1) a 
general architectural assumption management process (DP1); (2) an Architectural 
Assumption Documentation Framework (DP2); (3) an Architectural Assumption 
Documentation tool that implements the framework (DP3); (4) a lightweight 
approach that employs agility into architectural assumption management (DP4). 
We further summarize the answers to each design problem and knowledge 
question as follows. 

KQ1: “What is the state of the art on assumptions and their management?” 

Before addressing the core problem, there was a need to analyze the research 
literature and understand the current state of the research regarding assumptions 
in general and their management in software development. To this end, we 
conducted a systematic mapping study that covers the literature from January 2001 
to December 2015 on assumptions and their management in software development. 
The key results are: (1) Although twelve assumption management activities were 
explored, there was no general assumption management process. Much effort has 
been put on Assumption Making, Description, and Evaluation, while Assumption 
Maintenance received moderate attention. (2) Performing assumption 
management activities in practice still remains a major challenge for software 
engineers. (3) Most negative consequences are caused by invalid or implicit 
assumptions. 
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KQ2: “What is the state of the practice regarding architectural assumptions and their 
management from architects' perception?” 

Besides the analysis of literature, it was critical to investigate the state of the 
practice regarding architectural assumptions and their management in industry. 
To this end, we conducted an exploratory case study with twenty-four architects to 
analyze the practice of architectural assumptions and their management. The 
results of KQ2 confirm the results of KQ1. As an example, we identified the same 
twelve architectural assumption management activities (e.g., Making and 
Description) from the case study, while we did not find any process to encompass 
the activities as a whole. 

DP1: “How to manage architectural assumptions by following a general process?”  

Since a general architectural assumption management process is critical in 
architectural assumption management, we first designed such a process and then 
evaluated the proposed process through a case study with 88 first-year master 
students on software engineering. The proposed process is comprised of four 
architectural assumption management activities: Architectural Assumption 
Making, Description, Evaluation, and Maintenance. The results of the case study 
show that: (1) the ease of understanding and the effort of conducting the process 
are moderate; (2) the process can help to make architectural assumptions explicit 
and to identify and reduce invalid architectural assumptions in projects; (3) 
various factors (e.g., whether assumptions are systematically described) can 
influence the aforementioned results. 

KQ3: “What is the state of the practice regarding Architectural Assumption 
Description from practitioners' perception?” 

During the evaluation of the proposed assumption management process, we 
confirmed a high-priority need to systematically describe architectural 
assumptions. Before trying to propose a specific solution, we first focused on 
analyzing how Architectural Assumption Description is performed in practice. We 
studied the current situation on how practitioners describe architectural 
assumptions in software development through a web-based survey with 112 
practitioners. The results show that on the one hand, most of the subjects 
considered that architectural assumptions are important in both software 
architecting and the software development lifecycle; on the other hand, there is a 
lack of approaches and tools to document architectural assumptions in projects. In 
addition, it is important to understand the concerns of stakeholders in 
documenting architectural assumptions, and provide dedicated approaches and 
tools to support Architectural Assumption Description. 

DP2: “How to systematically describe architectural assumptions that addresses 
stakeholders’ concerns?”  

After finding out that existing approaches cannot satisfy certain concerns from 
stakeholders in documenting architectural assumptions, we designed an 
Architectural Assumption Documentation Framework, comprised of four 
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viewpoints (i.e., the Detail, Relationship, Tracing, and Evolution viewpoint) that 
specifically frame such concerns. We also evaluated the framework through a case 
study with two cases conducted at two companies from different domains and 
countries. The results of the case study show that: (1) the framework can be 
understood by architects in a short time; (2) the Architectural Assumption 
Evolution view requires the least time to create, followed by the Detail view and 
Relationship view; (3) the framework can help stakeholders to identify risks and 
understand architectural assumptions documented by other stakeholders. 

DP3: “Offer tool support for Architectural Assumption Description” 

During the evaluation of the framework, even though we found that it could 
benefit Architectural Assumption Description, the lack of tool support was a 
critical problem to adopt the framework in practice. To this end, we developed a 
dedicated tool that implements the proposed framework in DP2. We also 
evaluated the tool through a case study regarding the perceived ease of use and 
usefulness with sixteen architects from ten companies. The results of the case 
study show that the proposed tool is generally easy to use and useful in 
Architectural Assumption Description as well as in software development. On the 
other side, there are several points for improvement, such as supporting data 
analysis and automatic verification of architectural assumptions. 

KQ4: “What is the state of the art on the architecture-agility combination?” 

Although we proposed three solutions for architectural assumption 
management, the effort required was still a key challenge of employing them in 
practice. To address this problem, we intended to integrate agility into 
architectural assumption management. As a first step, we focused on 
understanding the current state of the research regarding the architecture-agility 
combination. To this end, we conducted a systematic mapping study, covering the 
literature on the architecture-agility combination published between February 2001 
and January 2014.  The main results show: (1) Forty-one agile practices can be used 
in the architecture-agility combination. (2) Most of the challenges are directly 
related to architecture (e.g., Tension between Architecture Design and Agile 
Development). (3) Six types of factors (Project, People, Architecture, People-related, 
Organization, and System) that may impact the success of applying architecture-
agility combination were explored. 

DP4: “How to reduce the investment in managing architectural assumptions?” 

After gaining knowledge regarding the architecture-agility combination, as a 
follow-up, we designed an approach that integrates agility into architectural 
assumption management. The approach comprises a simplified architectural 
assumption metamodel, a process for architectural assumption management, a 
component called Architectural Assumption Library, and a component called 
Architectural Assumption Card. We also evaluated the proposed approach 
through a case study with an architect. The results of the case study show that (1) 
the proposed approach is easy to understand and use; (2) the effort of using the 
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approach is acceptable; (3) the approach is useful in architectural assumption 
management on the one hand, while reducing investment of managing 
architectural assumptions on the other hand. 

10.2 Future work 
There are of course a number of interesting research paths that have become 

explicit after working on this PhD project. We list them below. 

(1) Understanding architectural assumptions and their management 

All the studies we conducted indicate that the architectural assumption concept 
is rather subjective; in neither academia nor industry we did find a consistent 
understanding on architectural assumptions and their management. Questions 
such as which types of architectural assumptions should be paid more attention to, 
how architectural assumptions are related to other types of software artifacts, who 
should be involved in architectural assumption management as well as how, and 
how architectural assumption management can be integrated in existing software 
development processes (e.g., agile development) still need further investigation. 

(2) Further evaluation of the proposed approaches and tools 

The approaches and tools proposed in this thesis are preliminarily evaluated 
through case studies. As an example, for the work of the Architectural Assumption 
Documentation Framework, it is important to investigate the long-term utility of 
the documentation created by applying the framework and the issues of the 
architectural assumptions documented when the architecture evolves. These can 
only be evaluated during the lifecycle of a project and not with a half-day 
workshop. Therefore, we consider a long-term use of the framework in a 
longitudinal study as future work.  

(3) Architectural Assumption Making, Evaluation, and Maintenance 

In this thesis, we advocated treating Architectural Assumption Making, 
Description, Evaluation, and Maintenance as the core architectural assumption 
management activities. Though we offered support for Architectural Assumption 
Description, the other three architectural assumption management activities need 
further investigation, including proposing new approaches specifically for each of 
the activities. 

(4) Factors for architectural assumption management 

In this thesis, we identified a set of factors that may have an impact on 
architectural assumption management. As an example, in Chapter 4, we discussed 
the potential factors for applying the architectural assumption management 
process, including experience of stakeholders, understanding of the related 
concepts, and the software development approaches and tools employed in 
projects. There is a need to further investigate how exactly these factors impact 
architectural assumption management, and further provide guidance in adjusting 
the factors. 
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(5) Return on investment of architectural assumption management 

Though architectural assumptions are important in software development, they 
are usually not well managed in projects. One potential reason is that the return on 
investment of architectural assumption management is unknown. Therefore, the 
practical applicability of architectural assumption management needs further 
evaluation and evidence. 

(6) Automation in architectural assumption management 

There is a significant difference between automatic and manual assumption 
management, regarding their pros, cons, characteristics, etc. Since reducing the 
investment of architectural assumption management is of significant importance in 
software development, besides agility, automation could be another promising 
direction (e.g., employing assume-guarantee approaches in other contexts instead 
of only system verification). 
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